Mr. J. F. Eldred,

Thomasville, Ill.

DROP CABINET

Manufactured to accommodate either Remington, Premier, Yost, Daugherty, Densmore, Bar-Lock, Cram-Sho, Hammond, Hartford, Duplex, Franklin, or

A. P. LITTLE RIBBONS AND CARBON PAPERS, manufactured at Rochester, N.Y. WE REGARD THEM AS THE BEST MADE.

Manufacturer’s Price, — Twenty-five
OUR Price, — — —

Made in solid black walnut, with four drawers. Machine drops down in centre of top.

We have now a good stock of these handsome cabinets second-hand, freshly varnished and oiled to almost equal Will carefully burlap and deliver f. o. b. New York for sh. to any part of the world, upon receipt of only Ten Dollars. These cabinets are not imitation walnut, but solid black wood. First come, first served.

TYPEWRITER HEADQUARTERS
104 Fulton Street, — NEW YORK
TYPEWRITERS’ PRICE LIST.

Note-books (160 pages each), 5 cents each; per dozen, ... 50c.
Carbon, guaranteed (any color, legal or letter), per dozen, ... 50c.
Stenographers’ Pencils (Dixon or Am. Ld. Pencil Co.), per dozen, 35c.
Faber’s Rubber Erasers, 5c., 10c.
Linen Papers (per ream of 500 sheets), 50c. to $2.50
Manuscript Covers (best), per hundred, 40c.
Brass Fasteners (100 in a box), 15c. to 25c.
Type Brushes, 10c. to 15c.
Ribbon Supports, 5c.
Note-book Holders (stiff cloth), 25c.
Press Copy Books (500 sheets), 50c.
Typewriter Machine Oil, 15c.
Typewriter Cleaning Oil, 15c.
Eye Shades (brass bound), 25c.
Patent Pocket Oilers, 15c.
Pocket Dictionary and Speller, in morocco and gilt, 25c.

TELEPHONE, 1411 CORTLANDT.
PROMPT DELIVERY FREE.

TYPEWRITER HEADQUARTERS,

104 Fulton Street, New York City.
Typewriter Speed

AND HOW TO ACQUIRE IT

CONTAINING TREATISES ON THE SUBJECT BY THE FASTEST OPERATORS IN THE WORLD, WITH PORTRAITS OF EACH.

ALL THE LEADING MACHINES REPRESENTED.

Compiled by J. F. McClain.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
Miss M. E. Orr, Mr. Frank E. McGurrin, Mr. Edward J. Manning,
Miss E. S. Owen, Mr. Thomas W. Osborne, Mr. George A. McBride.

Containing also Hints from the Inventors and Manufacturers of the Bar-Lock, Caligraph, Crandall
Densmore, Franklin, Hammond, National, Remington, Smith-Premier and Yost.

EACH KEY-BORD ILLUSTRATED.

PRICE, - (Postpaid), - FIFTY CENTS.

For Sale by Typewriter Headquarters, 102-104 Fulton Street, New York.
OUR TERMS.

After receiving samples of the work of our machines, you select the one desired and order it by the make and number, at the same time remitting us $5 as a guarantee for the express charges. We then ship you the machine selected, C. O. D. the price stated, less your deposit of $5; thus: if the machine was priced at $36, as you would have already sent us $5, the amount of the C. O. D. against you would be only $31, upon paying which the Express Company would give you a receipt in full and deliver the machine. If, by any possibility the machine should not be exactly what you desired, or you had in the meantime decided upon another make, you would order it returned to us, when we will, after paying express charges, at once return you in cash the balance remaining of your deposit. In either case, you will be afforded full opportunity and privilege of examining the machine, and of thoroughly testing it in every way. There is no "buying in the dark" because you do not deal with us in person. We have sold hundreds of machines in this way, with the utmost satisfaction in all cases to purchasers, who are thus given every opportunity of selection, test, and careful trial, the same as though they visited our establishment in person.

TYPEWRITER HEADQUARTERS,
31 & 33 Broadway, New York.

COMPLIMENTS OF:

Typewriter Headquarters,
31 & 33 Broadway,
NEW YORK, U. S. A.

OUR RESPONSIBILITY.

Remember, we are the largest handlers of all makes of typewriters in the world. Our floor on Broadway, New York, is 140 feet deep and two stores wide in nearly one-half of its depth, where we carry constantly from 300 to 600 typewriters, keeping six expert rebuilding mechanics constantly at work in our adjusting shop, besides eleven and sometimes twelve other employees, embracing salesmen, stenographers, bookkeepers, packers and sample clerks, all of whom are busy from morning till night in the transaction of our immense business. At our Chicago House (facing the Remington headquarters on Monroe street) we occupy the elegant store-room, 125 feet in depth, in the best portion of that city, keeping two managers and ten employees constantly engaged in attending to the great volume of business tributary to the greatest city of the West. An absolutely complete line of machines is kept at all times on hand at our houses in both cities.

We deal in all makes, with no prejudice. We will give you our advice, if you want it, or we will sell you any instrument on your own judgment, and will exchange it, for full price paid, at any time within thirty days, for any other machine manufactured.

Finally, we respectfully refer you to any former purchaser of us (letters from nearly one hundred of them are printed in this catalogue); to any bank or express company in either city, or to any commercial agency in the United States, for inquiry as to our responsibility.

Very respectfully,

MINER & MADEIRA, Proprietors.
Do We Please our Customers?

We present herewith, scattered through the following pages, a few extracts from letters lately received by us. We receive dozens such letters every month. We beg to refer intending purchasers, at any time, to any of our customers, whose addresses will always be cheerfully furnished.

TYPEWRITER HEADQUARTERS.

"I desire to say to you that I am well pleased with the instrument purchased from you some time since."
—J. D. LOACHE, Office Savannah, Florida & Western Railway Co., Naylor, Ga., Feb'y 21, 1890.

"I like the machine I bought of you some few weeks ago very much."—F. L. CHANDLER, Business Manager "Hame Tug Coupling," Newark, N. J., Feb'y 22, 1890.

"I received my machine some days since, and am very much pleased with it, and it comes up fully as represented."—J. Q. PEACOCK, Ozark, Ala., March 8, 1890.

"I purchased the machine on which I am now writing from you on the first of last November. I would say that I only regret that I did not purchase one years ago, and that although the outlay at first seems to be large for a minister with a limited salary, yet I am now convinced that it is true economy to purchase a machine. I use it altogether in my correspondence, which is quite large, averaging 20 to 30 letters a day. I am perfectly satisfied with my machine. It does as good work and is in as good condition as when I received it. I write this with the same ribbon that was on it when purchased from you."—Rev. O. F. GREGORY, 1120 Homewood Ave., Baltimore, Md., March 14 1890.

"I am well pleased with the machine shipped me, and thank you for the promptness with which you filled my order."—W. W. STITELER, 950 N. 5th St., Wichita, Kansas, March 17, 1890.


"Received to-day machine in good order, and am greatly pleased with it and think you have given me a bargain."—JAMES L. GRIGGS, Attorney-at-law, Somerville, N. J., March 25, 1890.

TYPEWRITER SUPPLIES.

Remington or Caligraph Ribbons, copying, any color, each $1.00

Hammond Ribbons, any color desired. 1.00

Smith-Premier Ribbons, each $1.00. Crandall Ribbons, .50

Carbon Papers, legal size, best per dozen sheets .50

Hammond Impression Strips, each .05

Typewriter Manuscript Covers, assorted colors, light and heavy, per 100 .35c & .50

Writing Machine Oil per bottle .30

Cleaning Oil, " .15

Practice Paper, for schools, cut to size, per 1,000 sheets .35

Patent Caligraph or Typewriter Erasing Shield, made in nickel, with beveled edges .20

Yost Pads, any color per pair .20

Ribbon Supports .10

Rubber Dust-proof Covers (to fit any machine) .10

Granville Brush and Pick (for any type-bar machine) .25

Typewriter Rubber Bands per dozen .15

Special Scale (Remington) for tabular work .75

Patent Caligraph Oiler (nickel-plated) .90

" Remington " and sheath .90

Rubber Ink Erasers, each 5c. & .10

Hammond Type Wheel Brushes .12

Tube of Ink (for any small typewriter) .15

Books of Oiled Tissue, 100 sheets, 8x12 .50

National Ribbons (any color) .60

Crandall " .50

"Typewriter Speed, and How to Acquire it," written for each separate machine .50

Type-brush, for any machine, large, 20c.; small .15
**RENTING No. 1.**
(Old Style.)

This is the lowest priced machine manufactured by the Remington Company, and is built upon the old style model of that machine. It is easy in action, and a rapid writer, having the same advantages in that respect as are possessed by the No. 4, of the same make. The No. 1 writes only capital letters, figures and punctuation marks. As shown by the illustration, it has 44 keys, or different characters.

Manufacturer's price for machine............$47.50
" " " and table, 50.00
Weight of machine.......................30 pounds.
Size ..................................16 x 16 x 14
Will take paper 8½ inches wide, and write a line seven inches long.

**RENTING No. 2.**

This machine is the most popular of the Remington manufacture, about 80,000 being now upon the market. It writes both capitals and small letters, having 38 keys, besides the two "shift" keys, by means of which the machine may be made to write wholly in large or small letters, or both, at will. This gives a possibility for the machine of 76 to 80 letters or characters. It is a very rapid and durable machine, and an excellent manifolder.

Manufacturer's price for machine.........$95.00
" " " and case... 97.50
" " " case and table, 100.00
Weight of machine, with cover..........30 pounds.

Will take paper 8½ inches wide, and write a line seven inches long.

If you do not find just what you want in the samples sent you, oblige us by asking for another lot, as from the large number of machines constantly on hand in both our New York and Chicago houses, we are satisfied that we can please you.
Do We Please our Customers?

"The typewriter purchased of you in November last has given perfect satisfaction; it is a most excellent instrument, and I would not part with it for $100 if I could not replace it."—F. E. CLARK, Edgeley, N. Dak., March 20, 1890.

"I purchased this machine from you while I was staying at Summerville, S. C., and it does splendid work."—J. A. BENSON, with Supt. S. C. Ry, 320 Broad St., Augusta, Ga., March 28, 1890.

"We find machine purchased of you very satisfactory."—J. H. HAMILTON, Cashier Farmers & Merchants' Bank, Meade, Kas., April 10, 1890.

"I received the machine all right, and it proves highly satisfactory."—G. L. STEVENS, Reedsburg, Wis., April 14, 1890.

"I received machine to-day O. K., and must say am well satisfied."—WILFORD WARD, Roslyn, Washington, April 18, 1890.

"Typewriter has been received, and will answer my purpose. I appreciate your efforts to suit me, and shall be pleased with this instrument."—Rev. J. W. HUBBARD, Mechanicsville, Iowa, April 18, 1890.

"I wrote you a letter yesterday, complaining that the machine you shipped me was not in good order. I went to work, however, to find out for myself just what the trouble was, and discovered that there was a screw loose, and the moment I tightened it the machine did perfectly satisfactory work in every respect. I can now say that I am well pleased with it; I would not think of taking what I paid you for the machine."—ALFRED ST. CLAIR ABRAMS, County Solicitor, Tavares, Lake Co., Florida, April 20, 1890.

"I inclose balance due on typewriter. This is an excellent machine. Please accept thanks."—S. GOURDIN GAILLARD, Eng'r in Chg. Norfolk & Western R. R., Ivanhoe Furnace, Wythe Co., Va., April 28, 1890.

"The machine I bought of you is very satisfactory indeed."—H. HINCKLEY, Civil and Mechanical Engineer, 8 Scott Building, Trenton, N. J., April 29, 1890.

"The typewriter pleases us very much."—W. J. CLARK & Co., Salem, Ohio, May 8, 1890.

"I received the machine, and find it as represented."—JAMES MITCHELL, New Bedford, Mass., May 20, 1890.
REMINGTON No. 4.

A POPULAR machine of the Remington make, and a great favorite with telegraphers and others desiring plain, rapid work. This machine has forty-four keys, and one character for each key, writing only in capital letters. A very durable, substantial instrument. This is what is termed a "single case" machine, the Nos. 2 and 3 before described being both of the "double case" styles.

Manufacturer's price for machine.................$75.00
" " " " and case....... 77.50
" " " case and table, 80.00
Weight of machine, with case...........30 pounds.

Will take paper 8\( \frac{1}{4} \) inches wide, and write a line seven inches long.

Ask for specimens of the works of as many different machines as you wish to see; we consider courtesy in correspondence a part of our stock in trade, and shall be happy to furnish you any information in our power.

REMINGTON No. 5.

This is the latest model of the Remington manufacture. It differs mainly from the No. 2 (before described) by four additional keys, adding eight more characters, which gives the No. 5 eighty-four characters, including large and small letters, figures, punctuation and reference marks. The size or weight of the No. 5 over the No. 2 is not materially increased. Its other general features are the same as the Nos. 2 and 3.

Manufacturer's price for machine, complete..$105.00
Weight of machine, with cover ............32 pounds.

Will take paper 8\( \frac{1}{2} \) inches wide, and write a line 7\( \frac{1}{4} \) inches long.

Our guarantee of exchange within thirty days leaves the purchaser absolutely without risk.
Do We Please our Customers?

"My machine is everything that you promised, and, it seems to me, a great deal more. I have your receipt for the payment dated April 9. I did not really begin work till the 14th of the month, as I did not quite 'get the hang of it' till that time. I had not up to the 9th so much as put my fingers to the keys of any typewriter, and supposed that I was to go through a long period of practice before I could do any work that I could make use of in the pulpit; but, without taking a ten minutes' lesson from any one, I wrote two sermons that week, and have written two each week since, having written eight, and am now on the ninth. These sermons are in full, just as nearly as possible, as I give them to my people on Sunday. I do not read my sermons, but take my typewritten manuscript into the pulpit, and use it as I would a sketch. The money I paid for my machine has given me more satisfaction than any investment I ever made. I have suffered from a great deal of pain in my eyes for some years past, on account of the concentration of vision required in writing, and it seemed to me that I might get some relief from the use of the large keys of the typewriter, and I wish to say that my expectations have been far more than realized. If any of my brothers in the ministry are suffering in the same way, I would most heartily recommend to them the use of a typewriter as a great relief. I meant to have said, that the amount of sermon writing that I have done since I have had this machine is greater than I have ever done before in the same length of time, during forty consecutive years in the ministry. I wish I knew your name; but, my dear sir, if any sentence or clause in this can be of help in pushing the sale of the typewriter, you are at perfect liberty to make such use of it as you wish."—H. C. Glover, Pastor of the Methodist Episcopal Church, Parkville, L. I., N. Y., May 14, 1890.

"The instrument you sold me is all that you represented it to be, and works very nicely, as you see by this letter, which is written on the machine. I will do all I can to recommend you to the public, as I know that you deal fairly and honestly from my own experience with you."—G. L. Stevens, Reedsburg, Wis., June 13, 1890.

CALIGRAPH No. 1.

A very light instrument, especially adapted for traveling. It will take the same size paper as the No. 2 Caligraph, but writes only in capital letters. It has 48 keys and writes in that many different letters, figures, punctuation marks, etc.

Manufacturer's price for machine and case... $70.00

" " " " case and table, 75.00

Weight of machine, with case............17 pounds.

Will take paper 9 inches wide, and write a line seven inches long.

The item of a dollar or two which you may possibly pay for expressage, is a very small matter when compared with the possibility that, if you buy a machine by only its manufacturer's catalogued description of it, and without first seeing it, you may receive a machine which does not please you at all, and which you are then compelled to place on the market, as "second-hand," at a loss of one-half of the amount paid
Do We Please our Customers?

"I have received the machine, and after examination I was well pleased with it, and I have since used it well, and I like it better than I did at first."—J. SHARP, Principal Galt Business College, Galt, Ont., Canada, May 12, 1890.

"I now take the first opportunity to tell you that I am more than pleased with the machine; I am delighted with it, and thank you for your promptness and courtesy."—WM. EDMUND NORTON, Silat, Benton Co., Oregon, May 24, 1890.

"I am well pleased with the 'writer.'"—REV. O. P. CHRISTIAN, Angelica, Wis., June 1, 1890.

"The machine gives perfect satisfaction."—REV. A. H. YORK, Moline, Ill., June 5, 1890.

"The typewriter purchased of you some time since is giving good satisfaction. It does good work, and answers my purpose as well as a new machine. I shall always patronize your house when in need of anything in your line."—W. D. MIDDLETON, Principal Elkhart School of Shorthand and Typewriting, Elkhart, Ind., June 13, 1890.

"The machine gives excellent satisfaction."—M. D. FULTON, Evansville, Ind., June 13, 1890.

"We are perfectly satisfied with the typewriter we purchased of you, and with the price."—LILLIBRIDGE & ROOSE, Principals and Proprietors Lincoln Business College, Lincoln, Neb., June 13, 1890.

"My machine gives very good satisfaction."—E. E. BAGLEY, Woodstock, Ill., June 14, 1890.

"The typewriter which you sold me, one year ago, gives perfect satisfaction."—J. S. WILLIAMS, Tamora, Neb., June 14, 1890.

"I am well pleased with the typewriter I bought of you. I would not care to let it go unless I could get nearly a new machine of the same make with but a very small cash consideration as difference."—L. S. MOREY, Edmore, Mich., June 16, 1890.

"We are satisfied with the typewriter purchased of you over a year ago, and would not take to-day what we gave you for it."—THE E. H. RICKER CO., Proprietors the Elgin Nurseries, Elgin, Ill., per E. H. Ricker, President, June 16, 1890.
THIS machine, as shown above, has seventy-eight keys, each key a character, the three lower banks being small letters, the three banks next above being capitals, and the two remaining (top) banks being figures and punctuation marks. No ribbon is used, the types being inked by falling upon an inked pad, which is stationary around the top of the basket. Absolute alignment is claimed for the machine.

Manufacturer's price, with case and stand... $100.00. Weight of machine, with cover........20 pounds. Size.........................9x11x13.

Will take paper 9 1/4 inches wide, and write a line 7 inches long.

We are the largest dealers in Writing Machines of all styles in the world; we sell ten machines of all makes to one sent out by any other firm in existence. Our prices to you are those of the wholesale dealer; if you purchase a machine of a smaller dealer (the majority of whom we supply) you pay two profits; buy of us direct and save money.

A “New Yost,” known as the “No. 2,” was also placed on the market in 1892. In their latest catalogue the manufacturers say: “The only difference between it and No. 1 is that its top is somewhat larger so as to enable it to bear the wide carriage. This machine is slightly heavier than No. 1, and is designed to accommodate insurance policies, bills of lading and other large blanks used in various lines of business.”

Manufacturer's price of the “No. 2,” with single carriage, $110.00; will take paper 16 inches wide, and write a line 14 inches long.

If ordered sent with a machine, we will send one dozen very best soft or soft-medium stenographers’ lead pencils, of either Dixon Crucible Company or American Lead Pencil Company (the two best makes on the market), or half of each, for only thirty-five cents.
SMITH PREMIER.

This machine writes seventy-six characters, with a key for each character. Like the No. 2 Caligraph, it has no shift-keys of any kind, the entire key-board, both capitals and small letters, being presented before the operator. Its special features consist in a revolving type-cleaning brush, which is adjusted within the type-basket, and a lateral, or side ribbon movement, by means of which the entire surface of the ribbon is utilized.

Manufacturer's price, complete ............ $100.00
Weight of machine with metal cover .......... 35 pounds.
Size .................................. .10\(\frac{1}{2}\) x 12\(\frac{3}{4}\) x 9
Will take paper 8\(\frac{1}{4}\) inches wide, and write a line 8 inches long.

We do not deal in perfectly new machines of any make, but we frequently have on hand instruments which are equal to new in every particular, which we sell at greatly reduced prices. We keep some of the most expert repairers in the world constantly at work renewing and rebuilding typewriters. We guarantee every machine to be in good condition before permitting it to leave our establishment.

Do We Please our Customers?

"I am perfectly satisfied with the Typewriter bought of you, for it has done excellent work and is in first-class condition."—Mrs. Jennie A. Frost, 117 Kearsley St., West, Flint, Mich., July 25, 1890.

"Do I like my machine, and am I satisfied with it? Well, I should say so. You could not buy it from me, upon any consideration whatever, unless I could procure another."—E. H. Welsh, 150 Baltimore St., Cumberland, Md., June 25, 1890.

"The more I use my machine, the better I like it."—(Rev.) Henry L. Glover, East Moriches, L. I., N. Y., June 23, 1890.

"I am very well satisfied with the Typewriter I bought of you, and I have no desire of parting with it."—W. M. Keighran, Belvidere, N. J., June 21, 1890.

"I am perfectly satisfied with the No. 3 Remington Typewriter, purchased of you, and don't want to exchange it. You will hear from me when I need anything in your line."—(Judge) Adam Breth, New Washington, Pa., June 21, 1890.

"The Typewriter I bought of you a short time since is a little dandy; I am very much pleased with it."—D. W. Shepherd, Martin, Mich., June 23, 1890.

"The Typewriter is entirely satisfactory."—James Orchard, Schenectady, N. Y., June 20, 1890.

"I take pleasure in saying that your Typewriter has proven itself to be perfectly satisfactory, and, in addition, I beg to thank you for your universal courtesy in adjusting the machine to suit my touch, perfecting the alignment, etc."—F. A. Errington, with J. C. Cady & Co., 111 Broadway, N. Y. City, June 20, 1890.

"I have been using your machine for six weeks, or rather the one that I bought of you. I am well satisfied with the machine and at present do not wish to exchange it. Your method of dealing with customers is a good one, and I would advise all who wish to get a first-class machine, second-hand, to consult the Typewriter Headquarters before buying a Typewriter."—Wm. H. Yost, Forward, Somerset Co., Pa., June 25, 1890.
THIS machine writes eighty-one characters, with twenty-seven keys, by means of there being three characters on each type-arm, and the machine being provided with two shift-keys (one for capital letters and the other for figures and punctuation marks), which are used for shifting the key-board, the carriage remaining stationary. The key-board is arranged after the manner of the Remington No. 2. The shift-keys are shown in the illustration at the extreme left; the space-key in front, toward the right.

Manufacturer's price for the machine, with metal cover.......................... $60.00
Weight of machine.......................... 14 pounds.
Size........................................... 9 x 13 x 7½

Will take paper 8¼ inches wide, and write a line seven inches long.

THIS machine is a combination of the Remington, Hammond and Fitch, all elsewhere illustrated in this catalogue. The Remington key-board and shift-key method is retained (excepting that two shift-keys are used, as in the Hammond), while the writing is in sight, as in the Fitch. The two shift-keys (for capitals and marks) are shown at the left, the space-key in the centre in front of the key board. The types, three types on each of fourteen bars, are ranged against inked pads around the two semicircular outer rims, and, hinged at the centre of the machine, on a key being struck, rise and print downward at a common centre. Eighty-four types are provided.

Manufacturer's price for machine, with carrying case.......................... $100.00
Weight.......................... 15 pounds.
Size.......................... 6x11x13 in.

Will take paper 9 inches wide, and write a line 7½ inches long.
THE key-board of this machine is patterned exactly after the No. 2 Remington, there being 38 keys, (besides one shift-key, for capitals and punctuation marks), the machine writing seventy-six letters and characters. Each type-arm rises in its own groove to a common printing centre, perfect alignment being thus claimed. The ribbon works from front to back, the movement operating automatically sidewise at the same time, by which, it is claimed, the entire surface of ribbon is used.

Manufacturer's price of machine ............. $100.00
With upright office cabinet ..................... 110.00
Weight of machine ............................... 83 pounds.

Will take paper 8½ inches wide, and write a line 7½ inches long.

Do We Please our Customers

"The Typewriter purchased from you some time ago gives entire satisfaction. No exchange is desirable. You sold me a good instrument; it is all you claimed for it."—ALEXIUS EDELBROCK, O. S. B., St. Mary's Abbey, 528 High St., Newark, N. J., June 21, 1890.

"We are satisfied with our Typewriter, purchased of you, and do not wish to sell or exchange it for any other."—L. E. WATERMAN, 155 Broadway, N. Y. City, June 20, 1890.

"The machine purchased from you about one year ago has given satisfaction. It does not get the constant wear that some offices give a machine, but gets considerable work."—J. F. WHEELER, with Supt. Pa. Div., D. & H. C. C. R. R., Carbondale, Pa., June 20, 1890.

"Yours of the 4th came duly to hand, closely followed by the Typewriter, which I am fully pleased with; don't think I could have pleased myself better had I been on the ground, for the price. When I become fairly expert at writing I will order something a little more elaborate and roomy; I find the platen is a little short for some work. As it stands, I never made a better trade in my life, at least one I was more satisfied with."—E. G. HOLDEN, Fulton Canning & Packing Co., Aransas City, Texas, Aug. 20, 1890.

"My machine bought of you June 18, 1889, gives good satisfaction. It is in excellent order, as you will see by the work it does."—S. STEVENSON, Agent N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R., New Hartford, Conn., June 30, 1890.

"This machine gives good satisfaction and is all I could possibly expect for the money invested."—(JUDGE) THOMAS L. BOUCK, Milbank, S. Dak., June 30, 1890.

"I am well pleased with the Typewriter purchased of you a few months ago, and have no desire to sell or exchange it. Should I ever wish to dispose of it, however, I shall communicate directly with TYPEWRITER HEADQUARTERS, 144 La Salle St., Chicago, Ill., as experience has taught me that I can depend upon fair and courteous dealing from this firm."—W. D. CAMPBELL, Agent C. & N. W. Ry., Lyons, Iowa, June 21, 1890.
HAMMOND.
("Ideal" Key-board)

This machine writes ninety characters with thirty keys, accomplished by means of two "shift" keys, one for producing capital letters, and the other for producing figures, punctuation marks, etc. The type-wheels are changeable at the will of the operator, for using different varieties of type. Each machine is encased in its own handsomely finished walnut cover.

Manufacturer's price, with one extra type-wheel.................. $100.00
Additional type-wheels........... each, 5.00
Weight of machine............ 17 1/2 pounds.

Will take paper of any width, and write a line 8 3/4 inches long.

The Exchanging of writing machines is a leading feature of our business. If you are not satisfied with the style or make you are now using, we will allow you a fair figure for it in exchange for any other machine desired.

HAMMOND.
("Universal" Key-board)

This is the new-style Hammond, manufactured with the "Remington" key-board; writes the same number of characters as the old-style Hammond, and all other mechanism the same, excepting an attachment which prevents "double printing." Manufacturer's price, and prices of wheels and other extra parts, the same; the machine is two pounds lighter than the old style, weighing but 15 pounds.

Remember, that the prices for machines shown in this catalogue are manufacturers' prices for new machines of the different makes. They are not our prices. Our prices are shown on the slips sent you, showing specimens of work and factory numbers of different instruments which we have on hand at time of writing you.
Do We Please our Customers?

"The typewriter was received to-day, and it is fine, and the parties are very much pleased with it. Assuring you that I appreciate your interest and promptness with my order, and that I will try and send in another order as early as possible, I remain most truly yours, H. G. Healey, Manager Penmanship and Shorthand Depts., Capital College, Boise City, Idaho."

"I am not in the market for a machine, having bought this one from you last July. I am glad to be able to say that it has given me entire satisfaction."—Thomas E. Martin, The Cheshire Imp. Co., Cheshire Place, East Rindge, N. H., Sept. 27, 1890.

"Inclosed is a sample of the work done by the machine recently bought of you. The type is clear and beautiful, as you will note, and machine is everything and more than you represented."—W. G. Moulton, Itasca, Texas, Sept. 10, 1890.

"The machine gives satisfaction and is a great help; have used it since I bought it of you in the early Spring."—Rev. F. T. Crane, White River Junction, Vt., Sept. 22, 1890.

"I received the No. 2 Caligraph last Thursday morning. I have given the machine a thorough trial, and so far it has given perfect satisfaction. It is a much better instrument than I had expected to get at second-hand sale. I am now using it, and, as you will see from this letter, it is doing good work. I am very much obliged to you for the promptness and general desire you have evinced to please me in this transaction. If I can be of any service to you in making any further sales in this locality, I will gladly do so.—Chas. D. Stevens, South Framingham, Mass., Sept. 13, 1890.

"What can you duplicate this machine of mine (purchased of you) for? It gives us excellent satisfaction."—E. E. Knott, Burlington, Vt., Aug. 21, 1890.

"You have suited me exactly in the typewriter sent me. I know I could not have selected a machine myself that would have pleased me so well. It is perfect in appearance and action and work; I am satisfied I have a great bargain. I shall recommend all enquirers to you."—J. S. Rightman, Little Rock, Ark., Sept. 18, 1890.
FRANKLIN.

This machine writes eighty characters (including capitals and small letters and figures and punctuation marks) by means of forty keys, there being two types on each type-arm, changed to upper case or lower case by either shift-key in front. The types stand in a perpendicular row in a semicircle, and when a key is depressed, the type strikes downward upon the platen, or printing point. The machine is a fair manifolder.

Manufacturer’s price for the machine, with metal cover ........................................... $65.00
Weight ............................................. 12 pounds.
Size .............................................. 7x11x14 in.

Will take paper 8 1/4 inches wide, and write a line 7 inches long.

We give free (upon request being made with order) a regular 50-cent Typewriter Instructor, containing exhaustive description of the machine and its proper handling, together with numerous illustrated practicing exercises, valuable forms, etc., with every Remington, Caligraph or Hammond sold by us.

FITCH.

This machine is provided with twenty-six keys, which, by means of two shift-keys, will write seventy-eight letters (both capitals and small), including figures and punctuation marks. The types are made of vulcanized rubber and are changeable at the will of the operator. No ribbon is used, the inking being done by an inked pad, which each type strikes in descending, and throws to one side; the writing is in view of the operator.

Manufacturer’s price for machine ........................................... $50.00
Additional sets of type, each ........................................... 2.00
Weight of machine ............................................. 11 pounds.
Size .............................................. 9x10x12 in.

Will take paper 8 1/2 inches wide, and write a line 6 3/4 inches long.

By the time you have studied this catalogue thoroughly, you will have an exact insight into our business. If we can give you any additional information, write us, ask all the questions you desire to, and you will receive an exact, courteous reply.
BAR-LOCK.

This machine has seventy-two keys, and writes that many characters, including all large and small letters, figures and punctuation marks. The capital letters are arranged on the three upper banks, and the small letters on the three lower banks. The type-bars, when at rest, stand erect in two half-circles behind the semicircular disk on top of the machine, with their faces from the operator, and upon a key being struck descend and print on top of the cylinder at the back of the machine. The impression is made through an inked ribbon, on which the type strikes in descending. A semicircular row of stationary pins is ranged around the printing point, between two of which each type-bar falls in printing, thus locking the bar and claiming perfect alignment.

Manufacturer’s price for machine, with cover, $100.00
Weight...........................................25 pounds.
Size..............................................8½x13x14

Will take paper 9 inches wide, and write a line 8 inches long.

A “No. 3 Bar-Lock” is also manufactured at $110.00, with a wide carriage, which takes paper 14 inches wide and writes a line 13½ inches long.

AUTOMATIC.

This machine is provided with forty-eight keys, and writes that many letters, figures and punctuation marks. It writes only in capital letters, 26 letters of the alphabet, eight figures, fourteen punctuation marks. The types strike upward and are inked by an inkpad. It is a fair manifolder, and is a good machine of the single case variety.

Manufacturer’s price for machine, with case...$65.00
Size..............................................4x8½x11½ in.
Weight.............................................10 pounds.

Will take paper 8¾ inches wide, and write a line 7¾ inches long.

Although a special table is manufactured for use with the typewriter, no such special table is required; the machine can be just as well operated and used on any ordinary table or desk. We do not sell a table with one machine out of every 100 which we send out.

If you have a typewriter of any make, which you like and do not wish to exchange for another, ship it to us, and we will repair it and place it in good condition for just one-half what a manufacturer or manufacturer’s agent would charge you. We have facilities for rebuilding and placing in absolutely first-class condition any typewriter that is made.
Do We Please our Customers?

"I have used the 'Crown' purchased through your agency sufficiently long to thoroughly test it. I am perfectly satisfied with it. Whenever I am in need of anything in the typewriter line, you will be sure to get my order."—E. J. MOSSMAN, 740 12th St., N. W., Washington, D. C., Oct. 26, 1890.

"We received the machine ordered from you yesterday, and, after a careful trial, we unhesitatingly pronounce it satisfactory in every particular."—STEWART, NILES & NEFF, Attys. at Law, York, Pa., Nov. 5, 1890.

"The second-hand machine purchased of you last summer is giving excellent satisfaction."—STERLING DYNAMITE Co., Bessemer, Ala., Nov. 11, 1890.

"The machine bought of you in the spring, upon which this is written, is giving excellent satisfaction in every way."—ARTHUR J. FORBES, Crossville, Tenn., Nov. 30, 1890.

"As you will observe, the machine which I purchased from you twenty months ago is still in good order. The amount of work turned out by it since I bought it has been simply enormous, it having often paid for itself in one day at the regular legal rate of ten cents per folio. Notwithstanding that it is a very old machine (No. 4,759), it remains in perfect order, and its work can scarcely be distinguished from that of a new machine. I need hardly say that I have never regretted my investment."—R. W. HANINGTON, with Hanington, Teed, Hewson & Hanington, Attys. at law, Dorchester, N. B., Dec. 5, 1890.

"Will say that machine purchased of you for me by Mr. Gerow is doing excellent work, and I am well pleased with it."—W. C. EDDY, De Funiak Springs, Fla., Dec. 16, 1890.

"Machine received in good condition; it works finely."—JOHN F. BOWEN, Wellsboro, Pa., Jan. 7, 1891.

"The typewriter has been received, and I am well pleased with it."—CHAS. E. BENEDICT, Perry, N. Y., Jan. 15, 1891.

CRANDALL.

This is an interchangeable type machine, the types being cast upon a sleeve, which may be inserted and removed at will. It has 28 keys, besides 4 "shift" keys, used respectively for capitals, punctuation marks and figures, a release key, and a key to be used in looking at the work being done.

Manufacturer's price for machine, with case... $50.00
Additional type-sleeves .................. each, 4.00
Weight of machine. .................. 19 pounds.

Will take paper 8½ inches wide, and write a line 7½ inches long.

We guarantee and will protect the title of every machine sold by us.
Buy nowhere until you see the work of our machines and know our prices.
Remember, that any machine purchased of us may be returned for full price paid at any time within thirty days, in exchange for any other instrument desired.
Hall.

The Hall is a machine of the "one hand" style, only one hand being required in operating it. The machine is operated by means of a single pointer, which is carried each time to the letter desired, when a slight pressure of the finger produces the letter, and the carriage moves one notch ready for the next. The type-plate is quickly interchangeable, and can be had in different languages. Each machine has from 73 to 82 characters, depending upon the model.

Manufacturer's price for machine, in black walnut case.......................... $30.00
Manufacturer's price for machine, in black walnut case (legal size)........... 40.00
Extra type-plates (in any language)................. each, 1.00
Manifold plates........................................ 3.00
Weight of machine................................... 7 pounds.
Size.................................. 15 x 8 1/2 x 4.

Will take paper 12 inches wide, and write a line 7 inches long. "Legal" size machine takes paper 17 inches wide, and writes a line 11 1/2 inches long.

We frequently have on hand second-hand desks of every description, which are practically as good as new, but which can be sold at greatly reduced prices.

Odell.

This machine prints direct from the type, which is inked by passing over a roller, the same as in a printing press. The writing is directly on top of the roller, and at all times in full view of the operator. The entire machine is nickel plated in every part. The type is made of metal, good manifolding power being claimed for the machine.

Manufacturer's price for machine......................... $15.00
Double Case Machine, same make and size........... 20.00
Weight............................................ 5 pounds.
Size.................................. 4 x 8 x 11

Will take paper 8 1/2 inches wide, and write a line 8 inches long.

You thoroughly examine any machine before buying, when, if it is not satisfactory in every particular, you at once order it returned to us.

Exchanging machines is one of the leading features of our business. We expect to make a profit on every exchange, but do not care what machine you use, and will give you unprejudiced advice regarding all makes. If you have a machine to exchange, you may ship it to us and we will regard it in place of the customary deposit of $5, and will then ship to your address any other instrument which you may desire, for your examination and approval.
Do We Please our Customers?

"Caligraph No. 2 duly to hand, and I find it a much better machine than I had expected to get at the price; think it is a bargain indeed, and would not part with it if I could not get another at a similar bargain. It is fully up to the mark, as stated by you."—C. E. Horning, Ticket Agent G. T. R. Co. of Canada Depot, Guelph, Ont., Canada, Feb. 6, 1891.

"We bought one machine from you ('Caligraph' No. 2), and it is giving good satisfaction. We now need another, and we want samples of work."—J. W. Giles, Pres. Stuart Normal College, Stuart, Va., Feb. 7, 1891.

"I am more than pleased with the writing machine I purchased from you. It is the first machine I ever used, and I find no trouble in learning to operate it."—C. M. Sherrod, Moulton, Ala., Feb. 19, 1891.

"It affords me pleasure to state that the 'Crown' typewriter that I purchased from you about a month ago is a perfect little gem; it does good work, and am well satisfied with it."—J. G. Powell, D.D.S., Lock Box 455, Harrisburg, Ill., March 9, 1891.

"I am very greatly pleased with the 'Hammond,' No. 15,632, that you sold me a few weeks ago. I am getting used to its operation, and like it very much. In beauty, ease of operating, style of type, and many other points, I prefer it to any of the leading makes of type bar machines, as far as I have been able to examine them. I also wish to say that I appreciate your kind and honorable method of dealing with me until I was finally suited with a typewriter. I shall be pleased to recommend you to such of my friends as may have need of anything in your line of business."—Rev. A. De W. Mason, 165 Fifty-second Street, Brooklyn, March 18, 1891.

"The work of the instrument is very gratifying, and the result of the whole transaction thoroughly satisfactory."—Thomas J. Dynan, Manager Norwich Silk Mfg. Co., Norwich, N.Y., March 16, 1891.

"Machine came to hand in perfect order, and I am perfectly satisfied with it."—D. Hamilton, with the Northern Gas Light Co. of New York City, 1845 Vanderbilt Ave., New York, March 30, 1891.

THIS machine has 100 keys, consisting of 26 capitals, 52 small letters (repeated in duplicate) and 22 figures and marks. Any two types will print at once, the machine having a double centre, the types printing side by side. The carriage moves two spaces for all left-hand keys, the spacer being used only after words finished with right-hand letters. The inking is done by a pad located in the centre of the machine, the print being direct from the types.

Manufacturer's price for machine and cover...$100.00
Weight..............................36 pounds.

Will take paper 8½ inches wide, and write a line 7½ inches long.

If there is any other writing machine of which you may have heard, but do not find included in this catalogue, ask us concerning it. We shall be glad to furnish any further information concerning any instrument not detailed here.
MERRITT.

This machine prints capitals and small letters, figures and characters to the number of seventy-eight, accomplished by means of two shift-keys. The types are each cast on separate bodies (the same as common printer's type), each being independent of the other, and each being forced, when its corresponding key is pressed, up through a stationary slot and printing to a common centre. The method of alignment is the same as the "Yost," and is claimed as absolute.

Manufacturer's price of machine, with ash case, $15.00
Weight of machine. .................. 6 pounds.
Size .................................. 6 x 7 x 12

Will take the same paper as the larger instruments, and write a line of same length.

If we ship a machine "privilege to examine" and it is returned to us "refused," we then, after paying the express charges both ways, refund the balance of the $5 to the party who ordered it, and get nothing for our time and trouble in packing, for packing case, or for the time the instrument has been out of our stock. This being the case, is it probable that we will pack and ship poor machines, or machines which will not prove acceptable in every respect?

CROWN.

This is a cheap machine, of the one-hand variety, but which writes in both large and small letters, figures, and punctuation marks. The "Cap." and "Fig." shift-keys in front permit of writing eighty-one letters and characters, which are arranged in three rows around the type-wheel at the top. The inking is done by the type-wheel striking against a small inked pad, placed under the wheel, and against which the letters strike in their descent.

Manufacturer's price for machine .......... $20.00
Weight ................................ 7 pounds.
Size .................................... 5x9x11

Will take paper 8½ inches wide, and write a line 6½ inches long.

The "Type-writer's Erasing Shield," for use with any writing machine, is one of the handiest and most useful tools offered the operator. It is made in highly polished nickel, with beveled slots in different sizes, for neatly and quickly erasing a single letter, a word, or a sentence, without touching the adjoining writing. Patented Oct. 23, 1888; by mail, postage paid, only 20 cents.
Do We Please our Customers?

"Received your Merritt typewriter about a week ago, and am well pleased with it. It works to a charm. Could print after having it ten minutes."—HENRY E. HUBBARD, Dryden, Tompkins Co., N.Y., April 25, 1891.

"The Merritt typewriter which I ordered of you last week was promptly received, and really surpasses our expectation. The children are almost wild with delight, and the old folks are not far behind them. The writing is admired by everyone who sees it, while for simplicity of construction and certainty of action it is far ahead of anything for the price with which I am acquainted."—REV. EDWIN C. BEST, Parma Centre, N.Y., April 14, 1891.

"I am now writing on the typewriter which you kindly sent me, and find that it suits me in every particular. Accept my sincere thanks for the splendid bargain you have given me. You have suited me so well as to the price and typewriter, that I shall call the attention of my friends to your establishment, and shall deem it a pleasure to do so, because of your fair dealing and uniform courtesy."—(REV.) A. E. THOMPSON, Pastor M. E. Church, Bethlehem, Conn., April 26, 1891.

"The new model Hall typewriter recently ordered of you came to hand late Saturday evening. I think I shall be well pleased with the same. I never tried to write a letter on a typewriter before I received this, but this is the third letter I have written since receiving the machine. You see what progress I am making. Let me thank you for your kindness to me."—REV. J. A. LEE, Weldon, N.C., June 1, 1891.

"Our Caligraph received O.K., and are much pleased with it. We feel in duty bound to acknowledge it by offering our services to you for reference at any time."—GRAND UNION TEA CO., Allentown, Pa., June 8, 1891.

"The Merritt typewriter was received yesterday, and we are very much pleased with it. This is the first letter that has been written on it, and the operator never used a Merritt before. Thanking you for sending it so promptly, we remain"—FREE-THOUGHT PUBLISHING CO., 838 Howard Street, San Francisco, Cal., July 11, 1891.

DAUGHERTY.

THIS machine has 38 keys, besides a shift-bar, by means of which it writes seventy-six characters, including large and small letters, figures and punctuation marks. The entire line of writing and printing point is always in sight. The carriage and the platen are both instantly interchangeable. A good manifolder. Furnished with either "Remington" or "Caligraph" keyboard.

Manufacturer's price for machine, with cover...$50.00
Size...6 x 11 1/2 x 13 1/2 inches; weight...14 pounds.
Will take paper 9 inches wide, and write a line 7 1/2 inches long.

WORLD.

THE "World" is very popular for a very cheap machine. It is very light and portable. The type are of vulcanized rubber, the inking being had by means of a pad in place of ribbon.

Manufacturer's price for machine in case...$10.00
Double case machine, same make...$15.00
Size of machine...6 x 12 x 3
Will take paper 8 1/2 inches wide, and write a line 7 1/2 inches long.
MUNSON.

This machine has the "Universal" key-board, and writes 86 characters; it is fitted with two shift keys, one for producing capital letters, and the other for producing figures, punctuation marks, etc.; the same in this particular as the Universal Hammond. The type are made of rolled steel, and are arranged on one wheel; the type-wheels are interchangeable; the writing is always in plain view of the operator; perfect and permanent alignment is claimed for this machine. The "Munson" is one of the latest productions in the typewriter field.

Manufacturer's price for machine, complete with bent-wood oak case $90.00
Machine, case and table, with one extra type-wheel .......................... 100.00
Weight .................................. .16 pounds
Will take paper 9 inches in width, and write a line 8 inches long.

We publish our own Instruction Books for the Yost, National and Bar-Lock machines. Each is a large 54-page instructor, carefully compiled and handsomely illustrated, and each is the only instructor issued for either of those typewriters. Price, by mail, 75 cents each. We also have our own editions of the Longley Instructor for each the Remington and Caligraph (uniform in size with the three instructors for the Yost, National and Bar-Lock), retailing at 50 cents each, by mail.

We will repair any typewriter for one-half what the various manufacturers would charge. We do not sell parts under any circumstances, or at any price.

Where satisfactory references are given, we will sell any machine on monthly payments, or we will rent any machine to any part of the country, and permit two months' rental to apply towards the purchase price if purchase is then desired.

Remember, please, that we rebuild all machines received by us from the ground up, supplying any at all worn or imperfect parts with perfectly new parts, and that we can, therefore, guarantee every instrument shipped out by us to be in absolutely first-class condition.

Read this entire catalogue thoroughly. If you really desire to purchase a typewriter, you will find much carefully compiled information in its pages of interest to you.
COPY-HOLDERS.

LONGLEY.
Adaptable to any writing machine, and very useful for holding copy in position before the operator. Holder revolves upon the heavy base, and is adjustable to any height or angle. Japanned and nickeled, with rubber feet, complete with line indicator.

Price, Longley Copy-Holder ........ $2.00
" Remington  " .................. 2.00
" Caligraph " ................... 2.00
" Reid (adjustable at side of machine) " 2.00

THE "REID" COPY-HOLDER.

The Copy-Holder shown in accompanying cut can be instantly attached to either side of any typewriting machine, and arm swung in any position. Holds the copy conveniently before the eyes, whether it be a single sheet or a thick book. Copy can be instantly inserted and removed. The operator's speed is greatly increased and made easy by the use of this Holder, there being no necessity for the frequent stops to consult copy, as in the ordinary manner, this device holding it where the eye continually and naturally rests upon it, and in such a position that the eyes may move from copy to key-board without movement of the head or body. Leading stenographers say: "No machine is complete without one." "It adds the finishing touch to typewriters." "Beats the old kind all to pieces," etc. It is elegantly finished in Full Nickel Plate, and adds greatly to the appearance of the machine.

In ordering, mention Machine you use. Sent with full directions on receipt of price, $2.00, postage paid.

VICTOR.

This machine writes both large and small letters, figures, punctuation marks, fractions, etc., having eighty characters. It is built entirely of metal, and as each letter is entirely separate, there is no danger of printing a portion or a shade of another letter if the index pointer should not happen to be placed directly over the required letter. Perfect alignment is claimed, and the writing is always in sight.

Manufacturer's price for machine ........ $15.00
" " with walnut
Case .......................... 18.00
Extra type-wheels............. each, by mail, $ 1.00

Weight of machine, 5½ pounds; occupies a space of about 8 x 12 inches. Will take the ordinary size paper, both commercial and legal sizes.
Do We Please our Customers?

"I am well pleased with your typewriter."—C. V. WELDEN, 4105 Main Avenue, Scranton, Pa., July 24, 1891.

"I have tried the Crown typewriter which you sent me last week; and I am glad to say that I am very much pleased with it. I wrote my announcements for Sabbath with it—and so that I could read my own writing, at last—which is quite an accomplishment indeed. I cheerfully forward you the balance due."—REV. R. W. CHESTNUT, Marissa, St. Clair Co., Ill., July 27, 1891.

"The typewriter came to hand in due time. It is a gem of the first water. It is all you promised, and much more. After a little practice I shall be able to write my sermons on it admirably. Accept my thanks for promptness in filling order."—W. H. McBRIDE, Pastor M. E. Church, Gastonville, Washington Co., Pa., August 8, 1891.

"I have received the Crown typewriter in good condition, and am well pleased with it."—J. E. HALL, Bay St. Louis, Miss., August 20, 1891.

"The machine received all right, and I would express my appreciation of your kindness in your business methods. I received the machine last night, and this morning at eight o'clock I write you this that I find your representation to be correct, that 'the machine is easy to manipulate.' . . . Again thanking you, I am yours truly."—REV. WILMER JAGGARD, Chesapeake City, Md., Sept. 15, 1891.

"I write to tell you how much pleased I am with the Crown typewriter. I have no wish to exchange it. It is so simple a child could manipulate it, and, for aught I can see to the contrary, does better work than the higher-priced machines. My only regret is that I did not purchase it for my first machine."—E. N. TALBOT, Keene, N. H., Sept. 16, 1891.

"I find the machine perfect in every particular; it is all you claim for it, and more. I will do what I can to place other machines from you here."—BEN. E. LYSTER, North Bend, Coos Bay, Oregon, Nov. 11, 1891.

THE "PRATT" RIBBON SUPPORT.

Directions for Attaching.—Raise the carriage, and hook the support in the ribbon slot on top of frame, then pass your ribbon between the wire and rubber.

DESIGNED especially for the Remington and Caligraph Typewriters, is now (February, 1890) placed on the market and offered to the trade for the first time. Manufactured expressly for each of these two instruments, and vastly superior to anything heretofore offered to the typewriter operator. This Ribbon Support stretches clear across the typewriter basket, the ribbon running over it its full length from one ribbon spool to the other. No sagging or curling of the ribbon is possible when this support is used. No screws or imperfect fastening to the hanger-screws necessary with this attachment. Although made in two styles, for the machines named, either style can be used with the other machine, and is easily adjustable in a moment to the other instrument, which often proves a great convenience in offices employing several typewriters of the two makes. It will last a lifetime and will never get out of order. Retail price only 10 cents (the lowest price charged for any of the old-style ribbon supports); each support being accompanied by printed directions for attaching.
Do We Please our Customers?

"Typewriter just received, and I must say I am more than pleased with both the machine and your dealings. I shall certainly remember you if ever I need anything in your line, and will also refer my friends to you." — Geo. A. Ogden, Telegraph Operator, Pennsylvania R. R. Co., York, Pa., Nov. 16, 1891.

"I am so well pleased with the machine purchased from you, that I think it a simple duty to recommend your house to others. Enclosed find $8, monthly installment due." — Rev. J. D. Barksdale, Bethel A. M. E. Church, Georgetown, S. C., Dec. 22, 1891.

"I have had the Crandall which I bought of you for about a month, and am entirely satisfied with it. The machine is perfect in every respect." — Fred W. Parkes, Gratwick, N. Y., Feb. 2, 1892.

"The ‘Hammond’ No. 6,146 came to me a few days ago, and am well pleased with it. It is just as you claim in every particular. Accept my thanks for your just selection of machine. I know I could not have done any better had I been a good judge of them, and had my choice in your place of business. So thanking you again, I am yours respectfully" — Wm. Barbour, Telegraph Operator and Agent, Anderson, W. Va., Feb. 8, 1892.

"The ‘World’ typewriter, with paper, ink, etc., came to hand in good order this morning. I am very well pleased with my bargain, as also with the prompt method you display in doing business. When needing anything in your line in future, I shall certainly remember your house. Please accept thanks for the courtesy you have shown me." — A. P. H. Saul, 1017 Sixth Avenue, Altoona, Pa., Feb. 16, 1892.

"I cannot express too sincerely my high appreciation of your honorable business methods, your care and courtesy in selecting me a machine, or my great pleasure and satisfaction in the instrument you have sent me." — Quackenbush R. Spooner, High Hill, Susq. Co., Pa., Feb. 18, 1892.

**TYPEWRITER HEADQUARTERS,**

31 & 33 Broadway, New York City.
186 Monroe Street, Chicago.
We carry a full line of the finest and best writing machine furniture, adaptable to all of the standard machines, which we can supply strictly at manufacturer's prices, and upon the shortest notice. We show above an illustration of the "Remington Eight Drawer Drop Cabinet," a very handsome piece of furniture. When closed, the machine is out of sight, the cabinet forming a handsome and useful desk; a slight exertion raises the lid and brings the machine into view. These cabinets are made in cherry, oak, ash, or walnut. The top of the desk may be had either sloping or flat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cabinet</th>
<th>4 drawer</th>
<th>8 drawer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remington Drop Cabinet</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caligraph</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammond</td>
<td>$30 to $40.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yost</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A HANDSOME piece of furniture for the typewriter, made either with four drawers, as shown in the above cut, or with eight drawers (four upon each side), something after the "cabinet" style. Finished with nickel or gilt trimmings; made in walnut, cherry, or ash.

Manufacturer's price, 4-drawer desk......$10.00.
"  8  " " ...... 15.00.

A special "typewriter stand" or table (the same style as generally accompanies a sewing machine) is made for the leading makers of writing machines (Remington, Caligraph, Hammond, Crandall, etc.) at $5 each. We can always fill orders for these stands promptly, upon receipt of price. Good second-hand (almost equal to new) at $8 each.
If you desire a certain special type not shown on our slip of the machine you have selected, we can probably take out some other character and place it for you without extra charge.

A Remington or Smith drop cabinet may be used as well for any other machine but the Caligraph, International or No. 1 Remington. A Caligraph can be used only in its own cabinet. A Hammond cabinet will do for no other machine. A Yost cabinet cannot be used for any other machine larger than a Yost.

Not one machine in one hundred which we send out on approval, with privilege of examination, is returned to us. We make it our business to see that every machine leaves our hands in such excellent shape and condition that it will not be returned.

INSTRUCTION BOOKS.

Humphrey's Manual of Typewriter and Business Forms....$1.50
" Instruction Book for typewriter.................. .10
Longley's Instructor for the Yost typewriter........... .75
" " " National " .................. .75
Mrs. Longley's Instructor for the Remington........... .50
" " " " Caligraph.................. .50
Fingering Exercises for the Hammond.................. .10
" Steno-Typing " (an abbreviated system for typewriter reporting).................. .35
" Suggestions in Punctuation and Capitalization " for the writing machine).................. .35
Torrey's "Practical Typewriting " (for the Remington).... 1.00
Longley's Instructor for the Bar-Lock.................. .75
Child's Remington Typewriter Instructor................ 1.00

"Typewriter Speed, and How to Acquire It."

By J. F. McClain.

This popular work is written by a gentleman who has been for years manager at New York for two of the largest Typewriter Companies in existence, and contains eighty-eight pages of matter which is of interest to every intending purchaser, user or operator of any style of typewriter.

It contains treatises on the subject by the fastest and leading operators in the world, with portraits of each, as follows: Miss M. E. Orr, holder of the Ladies' Champion Medal for the Remington; F. E. McGurrin, holder of the world's Remington Champion Medal; Miss E. S. Owen, the most rapid lady operator of the Smith-Premier; E. J. Manning, known the world over as the fastest operator of the Hammond; Geo. A. McBride and Thos. W. Osborne, the most rapid operators and traveling speed exhibitors of the Caligraph.

Also contains personal letters from the inventors and head offices of the Bar-Lock, Brooks, Caligraph, Crandall, Densmore, Franklin, Hammond, National, Remington, Smith-Premier and Yost typewriters, as to the best method of operating those different machines for speed, with facsimile key-boards of all the leading machines on the market.

An invaluable work to any person contemplating the purchase of a typewriter.

Profusely illustrated. Price, postage paid, only 50 cents.

Edition, plates and copyright controlled, and copies for sale only through our dealers, or by

Typewriter Headquarters,
31 & 33 Broadway, New York.
186 Monroe street, Chicago.